Press release 21st December 2022

VAL DI FIEMME WAITING FOR “TOUR”
THREE DAYS OF SHOW AND COMPETITIONS

OC Fiemme World Cup ready for the last stage of Tour de Ski
Dreamy Pellegrino in Davos beats Klaebo
Home star Caterina Ganz aiming for CT 15 km in Fiemme
Many collateral events. Open registrations for Rampa con i Campioni

Last weekend has been a gold one for Italy among all Winter sports, cross-country skiing included with Federico Pellegrino’s epic FT Sprint in Davos, Switzerland.
From Switzerland itself, precisely Val Müstair, World Cup comes back on December 31st with the opening of the 17th Tour de Ski, finding its happy conclusion in Val di Fiemme, with the last stage from January 6th to 8th.
Davos brought the unexpected gold for “Chicco”, during an exciting Sprint that knocked out the Norwegian Johannes Klaebo just before the finish line. A great result for the strong point of the Italian national team, allowing him to get to the third position in the World Cup standings with 500 points, preceded by Golberg (756 pt) and Klaebo (617 pt).
The American Jessie Diggins, queen of Tour de Ski in 2021 and third place in 2018, sent some good vibes: after her second place in Davos’ Sprint, won by the home star Nadine Fähndrich, she won the FT 20 km, therefore becoming the best American athlete ever in the World Cup. Francesca Franchi (23rd) got the best performance for Italy, while Caterina Ganz was absent due to a cold. Nevertheless, she firmly wants to get in good shape for the Tour de Ski: “I care a lot about Tour de Ski and I will train hard for it. I feel curious about how I will manage it, I like Lago di Tesero Cross Country Stadium. The CT 15 km Mass Start is the most suitable for me, but I will certainly try to perform well in all competitions. Despite Russia’s absence, World Cup level is really high this season”.
In the meantime, OC Fiemme World Cup is working hard for the three days of competitions (Sprint, Mass Start and Final Climb) accompanied by appealing collateral events. Coop Mini World Cup takes place on Saturday 7th at 10 am, a promotional gymkhana along Lago di Tesero Cross Country Stadium open to kids born between 2011 and 2017. At night, from 7.30 pm people can eat, drink and dance at Winterfest, under the Fiemme Party Tent with the young band “Fleimstaler” taking the stage. 
Rampa con i Campioni on Sunday is the icing on the cake: living three days of World Cup is amazing, getting closer to old champions challenging themselves again is even better. Athletes are “climbing” at 9 am along the steep alpine skiing track Olimpia III, the very same track of the Final Climb. Last season the World and Olympic champion Alexander Legkov won (already winner in 2019 and 2020) and among women, the Spanish Marta Cester triumphed. Registrations for Rampa con i Campioni are open, each participant receives the finisher medal. Audience along the track can also make their own Tour…del Gusto, a tasting tour enjoying sweet and sour local food. 
World Cup passion gathers volunteers of all ages: all together, from the 16-years-old Diego Vanzo (managing TV wiring) to the most expert 83-years-old Giuliano Vaia (safety manager of the Cross Country Stadium), form a big team, rather a big family.
Once Christmas and New Year’s Eve celebrations are gone, Tour de Ski will be the protagonist in Val di Fiemme, showing off along Lago di Tesero Cross Country Stadium and the mythical ascent to Alpe Cermis.

Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com

